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From ARK: Survival Evolved Wiki This article is about content exclusively available in the version on Steam, Xbox One, PS4, Nintendo Switch, Epic Games. This article is a stub. You can help ARK: Survival evolved Vicky by expanding it. Rex Bionic suit can be fitted to Rex to make it look like a futuristic mechanical Rex. The skin can be seen in the official launch trailer for ARK.
Getting a editing source Rex Bionic suit is given to the player as soon as they complete the ascent to the alpha difficulty. For more information on paint regions and how to use them, please browse the dye, brush, or spray artist pages. Region 1:Head Region 2: Spine Region 3: Body Region 4: Belly Area 5:Highlights Inner Region 6:Tek Light Color Utilities Edit Source Although it is
only cosmetic difference, the skin has its application. It can be used as a scare tactic, as if one person has one, then one of three things happened: They deceived Alpha Ascension They got it legally and thus you have to stick to the warning, running to the hills as if it was a giga They got it through the admin or looting from someone or something else that is still dangerous if you
play your cards right It can also be used as a scare tactic in the sense of faking the Tek saddle, as incompetent players will take it tek and run, while wiser ones will see through this trick. Tyrannosaurus (tye-RAN-uh-SAWR-us), or simply Rex, is one of the dinosaurs in ARK: Survival Evolved. Tyrannosaurus rex is a huge, cumbersome predator that dominates virtually the entire
island. It has significantly more health and stamina compared to Spinosaurus, but lacks the attack speed and mobility that Spinosaurus has. They are also incredibly slow in the water, making them vulnerable to attack from below, but they end up for these flaws with tremendous size and strength. Basic Information (edited source) Dossier (edit source) This section is intended to
accurately copy what the survivor Helena Walker, the author of the dossier, wrote. There may be some discrepancies between this text and the in-game creature. Wild Possibly the deadliest creature on the island, Tyrannosaurus dominum is a killing machine. Active mainly when hunting for food or protecting your nest, a good plan is to avoid every tyrannosaur. It's pure power,
from stomping to the tail. He is not able to intimidate each enemy with his roar, but after hearing him, he can scare the stern out of you - literally. Despite the fact that these are different subtypes of Tyrannosaurus rex, everyone I met still called them Rex or T-Rex. I have long stopped trying to convince anyone, especially those I have encountered wearing Tyrannosaurus rex teeth
like necklaces. Domesticated Taming of Tyrannosaurus rex, without is the target of any warlord or warring tribe. Tyrannosaurus rex is a fierce combat satellite. There is a reason Tyrannosaurus rex is considered the king of dinosaurs (or in this genus, genus, Oh, my God. Any tribe that manages to tame one has almost nothing to fear. - Helena Behavior Edit edit source very
aggressively, Tyrannosaurus will attack most living creatures in sight aside from other predators top. They are very bulky, having almost twice the health of Spinos of the same level. They also possess a remarkably good Stamina for their size, of which they are also larger than any of the same level of Spinosaurus. What Tyrannosaurus' lack of attacking speed (compared to
spinosaurus) they make up in pure health. Tyrannosaurus tends to ignore mounted domesticated animals and prefer to attack wild animals rather than. However, if they see a helpless tamed or mounted Man in the open, they will start attacking. The appearance (edited source of editing) T. dominum is an exceptionally large (and often colorful) theropod dinosaur found on the
island. They are covered with small, pelyb scales, which are often interrupted with large osteoderms. Their underbelly, however, is smooth and tan with small rectangular scales. Along their neck and back there is a large ridge of large bony scutes that can be used to protect their vertebrae from the jaws of other predators (including other T. dominum.) They have proportionally long
legs that end in three thick, soft legs, each decorated with one large claw. T. dominum regularly exceeds seventy feet in length, however, they possess disproportionate small arms. Oddly enough, these hands are very muscular and very thick. When tamed and ridden there are almost no predators except for creatures such as other rexes, Spinosaurus, Giganotosaurus,
Yutyrannus and Therizinosaurus attacks you if you don't attack them in the first place, making it easy to travel with Rex without hunting other animals. Color scheme and regions edit source Patch 278.0 removed PaintRegion 3 (former spin), patch 278.2 added PaintRegion 4 as the new Back This section displays the natural colors of Rex and regions. For the demonstration, the
regions below are painted red over the albino Rex. The colored squares, described by each region, are colors that Rex will randomly spawn to provide a total range of its natural color scheme. Hover over the color to show its name and ID. This information can be used to change Rex's regions by typing a Cheat SetTargetDinoColor into the cheat console. For example, cheat
SetTargetDinoColor 0 6 will color Rex's body magenta. Region 0:Body Area 1:Spine Area 2 is not used for this Creature. Region 3 is not used for this Creature. Region 4:Back Region 5: Belly This section displays the natural colors and regions of Tek Rex. For the demonstration, the regions below are painted red over the albino Tek Rex. Colored Shown under the description of
each region, are colors that Tek Rex will randomly spawn to provide a common range of its natural color scheme. Hover over the color to show its name and ID. information can be used to change the regions of Tek Rex by typing a SetTargetDinoColor cheat into the cheat console. For example, cheat SetTargetDinoColor 0 6 will color Tek Rex in the head of the main magenta.
Region 0: Main Region 1: Spine Area 2: Home Body Area 3:Body Highlights Region 4:Inner Region 5:Emissives This section displays the natural colors and regions of the corrupt Rex. For the demonstration, the regions below are painted red over the albino corrupt Rex. The colored squares, described by each region, are colors that Damaged Rex will randomly spawn to provide a
general range of its natural color scheme. Hover over the color to show its name and ID. This information can be used to change the regions of the corrupt Rex by introducing a cheat SetTargetDinoColor to the cheat console. For example, cheat SetTargetDinoColor 0 6 will color the corrupt Rex body magenta. Region 0:Body Area 1:Spine Area 2 is not used for this Creature.
Region 3 is not used for this Creature. Region 4:Back Region 5: Belly This section displays X-Rex natural colors and regions. For the demonstration, the regions below are painted red over the X-Rex albino. The colored squares, described by each region, are colors that X-Rex will randomly spawn to provide a general range of its natural color scheme. Hover over the color to show
its name and ID. This information can be used to change the X-Rex regions by typing a SetTargetDinoColor cheat into the cheat console. For example, cheat SetTargetDinoColor 0 6 will color X-Rex in the body magenta. Region 0:Body Area 1:Spine Area 2 is not used for this Creature. Region 3 is not used for this Creature. Region 4: Back Region 5: Belly Tek Rex (Option) Edit
Source Tek Rex is a creature that has been constantly added to the game with the ARK: ARKaeology event and is part of the Extinction Chronicles I event. This is a unique alternative to the original Rex, and is purely from Tek. Unlike the original, they appear at a 5% rate at 20% higher than usual. Drops 'edit source' Breeding 'edit source' One of the most difficult dinosaurs to
breed in captivity, due to difficulties in maintaining proper egg temperature and a long period of manual feeding of the baby. We recommend at least 2 air conditioners and a few standing torches to help in keeping the eggs at the proper temperature. Between monitoring the egg during incubation and manually feeding the baby, it is an 8-9 hour commitment to get the baby at the
stage when he will eat from the feeder. Temperature: 85-95 degrees Fahrenheit / 29 - 35 degrees Celsius (not subject to insulation) Incubation: Approximately 5 hours of maturation: 3 days, 20 hours and 30 minutes. Basic Stats and Growth (edit the source of editing) Please note that the creatures will have different stats in the survival base of the Fittest movement. Stamina Wild's
sprinting speed tamed wild tamed Walking 515? 736.45 1104.6749 40 Swimming 300 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Attack Values Bite Stamina Cost Attack Range Base Minimum Activation Using (PC), (PS4), (Xbox One), Rex Bites Target. 0 1200 0 Attack Type Shell Damage Value Torpor Values Status Effect: Stamina Status Effect: Torpidity Of Life Pulse Radius Base Mult Duration Damage
Mult Amount Sum Sum Melee 62 Rev Stamina Cost Of Attack Description Basic Activation Use (PC), (PS4), (Xbox One), Rex unleashes a threatening roar to scare the opposing survivors. 0 0 0 0 Bite (AI) Stamina Cost Attack Range Base Minimum Activation Rex Bites Target. The values of this attack are used only by a wild or unhommed tamed creature. 0 1200 0 Attack Type
Shell Damage Value Torpor Values Status Effect: Stamina Status Effect: Torpidity Life Impulse Radius Base Mult Duration Damage Sum Sum Sum Melee 62 Wild Activity Level Stats Type in Wild Creature Values to see on what statistics it highlighted. The green values of the high-level creature are very good for breeding. If you've already tamed your creature, you can try to
restore the selection stats with an external tool. RexThe stat-calculator does not work in mobile view, see here for alternatives: Applications Note that once a creature is tamed it receives bonuses on some statistics depending on the effectiveness of taming. This makes it difficult to get levels on a tamed creature, so this tool is only for the wild, but gives a first impression of how well
the stats are spreading. Notice that creatures will have different stats in survival Fittest Attack Values Bite Stamina Cost Attack Range Description Base Minimum Activation 0 1200 0 0 Attack Type Damage Shell Values Torpor Values Status Effect: Stamina Status Effect: Torpidity Life Impulse Radius Base Mult Length Damage Multi Sum Sum Sum Middle Boy 62 Rev Stamina
Cost Attack Range Description Base Minimum Activation 0 3500 0 Bite (AI) Stamina Cost Attack Range Description Base Minimum Activation 0 1200 0 0 Attack Type Damage Shell Values Torpor Values Status Effect: Stamina Status Effect: Torpidity Life Impulse Radius Base Mult Duration Damage Mult Amount Damage Amount Mult Amount Melee 62 Taming Edit Source For
general information on domestication of wild creatures see Taming. KO Strategy to edit the source Since Rexes are relatively slow and incredibly strong, trying to tame Rex Solo on flat ground can be risky. Bring a few friends and shoot Tranq Arrows at him. He will try to escape as soon as the numbness gets high, but you can easily reach his sprint. General Include: Build a tower
of 10 stone pillars high with a ceiling on top. Lure Rex to him while riding on a flying mountain and then land on the tower and shoot tranquilizers at him. Find Rex, who's at the cliff. Pretty much Rexes caviar in the bay in the southeast southeast Sometimes 4 at a time. Stand on top of the cliff and shoot Tranq Arrows at him - he tends to stand still trying to reach you. This method
makes it relatively easy to tame Rex's Solo. You can also agro Rex from afar and steer it towards the rock while riding on a fast mountain such as Raptor. If you can't find a rock, bring a friend with Tapejara, Pteranodon, Argentavis or Ketzal. One player flies on the mountain and carries another player, who then shoots Tranq Arrows at Rex. Be careful not to let your grief escape
from the stamina, or Rex will most likely kill all three of you when you go down! Bring one or more manual set passive. Rex will usually attack your tame while you can shoot Tranq Arrows at it from afar. Another strategy is to find an area with lots of predatory animals, and lure Rex to him, then, while he attacks or eats, shoot tranq arrows or dart at him, avoiding his agro, running
towards another animal prey, and repeating the process until Rex goes down. However, neutral prey such as Triceratops will continue to attack, which will reduce efficiency, so be prepared to kill the prey as well. Lure rex into the hippo gate cage and use your friend's flyer (don't use pteros if you try to shoot him will shoot them) to start shooting him down and you've got yourself a
safe ride raptor seat oriented at Stamina, speed, and enough to carry the weight. The Raptor is ahead easily of Rex so run forward, turn to the side, shoot at him and then turn and resume running again. Each pause to shoot will allow Raptor to regen Stamina while you are at the wrong time to line up a good shot. As well as using rocks and other terrain features to kite it around
help greatly. He will end up running which is easy to catch on to the Raptor. Create a simple trap. Four stone 2x2 foundations. The surrounding perimeter with stone doorways is two high. Choose a side, build two ramps from the upper doorway to the ground. Kite Rex up the ramp in the field. Otsimi and tranq. Be prepared to destroy a few doorways as soon as it is tamed. Replace,
rinse, repeat. Create a taming boat that consists of STONE so that the rex won't break it and make the rex area be made of stone doorways. It allows you to shoot it with tranqs and it won't come out. Make a ramp that leads to the trap. Once your taming raft is done and ready to park it on the shore next to the rex you want to tame, make sure you are faster than the rex, and agro
its ramp. Trapped and run through the gaps in the doorway and tranq away! Also, if you wall off the part of the raft where you stand to drive, you can manage the still awake rex to the base and tame it to safety there. 3 stone gateway and place a large bear trap in the middle. Vemi rex in a bear trap and place the fourth gateway behind him, effectively trapping him. The gateways
will provide a guaranteed way to knock him out, as Rex will not be able to Run or fight back, assuming you are safe enough distance shooting on it. The only problem will be if Rex decides to move around the gate, which will mean that you have to turn and bring Rex into it. Another way to successfully capture one is to lay out big bear traps. About 6 have to do their thing. Arrange
the traps in the shape of a triangle and then get Rex's attention by shooting him with tranq arrows. If you get it into the trap they won't be able to escape and will continue to get stuck allowing you to knock it out with the arrows. If it is near the sea or deep lake, it never attacks you if it can not reach the bottom of the water without diving, so you can shoot a crossbow and Rex will not
attack you, it can be used to avoid if one aggros on you at the beginning of the game. Taming Food (edit the editing source) Note that the values for optimal cases always bring additional materials! To estimate the level-dependent resources, try an external taming calculator. Ingredients for Exceptional Kibble: 1 × Extra Big Egg, 5 × Fiber, 1 × Focus Chili, 10 × Mejoberry, 1 × Rare
Flower, 1 × Water Fight Edit Source This section describes how to fight against Rex. Rex's overall editing source is an impressive threat that is not only durable, but also hits quite hard. Their ability to cross the terrain quite well only helps to strengthen their position at the top of the food chain. While they certainly have more dangers in the environment, they are not necessarily the
fastest and are certainly not the smartest. Using your mind and sophistication will help avoid the wrath of this iconic dinosaur. The strategy of editing source player base sprint speed faster than that of Wild Rex. You can kite Rex and cause damage with long-range weapons. If you are attacked by Rex, try to find big stones to get stuck, or if you have a flyer nearby, get on that and
get above the cliff and shoot it off a cliff. Another effective strategy - because of their terrible speed of swimming - to use a wooden raft. Drive the raft far enough where you can still shoot Rex and he doesn't agro anything else and then shoot. Continue this process until he dies. NOTE: When using this strategy, don't go too far into the ocean as you might agro Leedsichthys.
Additional note: If you follow the aforementioned strategy and there are sea creatures present, they can agro on the swimming rex and possibly steal the kill from you. Another effective strategy might be to shoot it with a chain Bola fired preferably from Ballista Turret on the platform saddle and then shoot the Longneck rifle; use bullets if you want to kill him, or Dart or Shocking
Tranquilizer Dart if you want to tame it. Tamed Therizinosaur with its high damage and attack speed can easily overpower Rex. Also tamed Spino on the next level Rex can destroy it his Ok. If these dinosaurs are not available when faced with higher rex levels, the allosaurus pack, especially the mate, can easily take one off almost any level. With better health and armor, a
powerful sword or shotgun can easily take off almost any level of Rex. Weapons (edit the source of editing) Make sure you have at least a crossbow or longneck rifle. Fabricated weapons such as an assault rifle or rocket launcher work best, but it would be a waste of resources that would be better for raider capture, or defense. Strong dinosaurs can also suffice as an effective
weapon to down Rex. Dangers (edit source editing) Tyrannosaurus has a balanced number of primary statistics, i.e. damage and health. Rex doesn't have to be a trifle with, especially at the beginning of the game. If the player has low stamina (or low level), the player can run out of stamina and Rex can easily catch up. Getting it stuck between trees is useless since he destroys
the trees as he walks. They can effectively kill a low-level player in just a few bites and reduce the ethics structure to nothing in a matter of seconds. Even players in anti-aircraft guns are not very safe from Rex's continuous attack. Weakness (edit source editing) When it comes to raw power, Rexes have a few weaknesses as they can easily overpower smaller creatures and get
over the terrain surprisingly well. However, Rexes are not very smart (like most other creatures) and are usually agro to the nearest stuff in the area aside from other top predators, so working in a group of Dodos, Parasaurs, or Motoux can give you time to escape. If you need to escape from Wild Rex and other herbivores not around, the base player sprint speed is higher than
that of Wild Rex, so you can overtake one on foot. However, small obstacles in your way can allow him to catch up as Rex can easily walk on something the player would have to walk. By doing this, you can also launch into a flock of predators, karnos and other creatures that can kill you, so be aware of them! In case you can beat Rex, it doesn't have the extra utilities to effectively
protect yourself, unlike Yutyrannus or Spino, for example. This can make Rex an easy and plentiful target. The utility edit the source of Raleigh edit the source Tank: With a huge health pool, Rex also causes more damage and moves much faster than bulky tanks such as Brontosaurus. (Health level and melee damage) Hunter: One of the best creatures in the game to collect
meat and other resources from carcasses, Rex has little to fear in the wilds. (Level to Melee Damage and Health) Damage: Although still far from Giganotosaurus, Rex's damage output is incredibly high, and its durability is also useful for long-term skirmishes. (Level up to Battle Damage and Health) Transport: Decent speed, efficient cross-country passage, and good weight carry
make Rexes worthy to carry cargo. While they don't get any weight loss on resources, very few stupid enough to challenge Rex's crude convoy power. (Weight Level, Speed and Stamina) Intimidation of Tame: With its large roar and great irresistible appearance, Tyrannosaurus is by far one of the best ways to drive away those who dare to attack your mountain. Also, with its
roaring ability to cause lower levels of wild/non-allied dino/survivors defecation makes it even more intimidating with the only creatures being more intimidating are Yutyrannus, Spino, and Giganotosaurus. Raid Boss Tank / DPS: Rex are some of the best creatures to use for battles against bosses such as Broodmother Lysrix and Megapithecus. Their massive health pool and high
damage can allow hordes of them to hold agro on the boss for a very long time. Combined with Yutyrannus providing the courage of the roar and a few Daeodon providing healing, it is possible for them to take down the boss without requiring weapons and ammunition ... but you have to take them with you, in case. (The level is mostly health and some melee damage.) Guardian:
Battle Mountain: Military Mountain: Combatant: The Defender: Collectibles Edit source Roar Rmb edited the source Causes non-allies under a certain weight of resistance to defecate with a small deafening/interrupt on creatures like tamed and wild. It doesn't stun the players, but makes them ping. Stunning/interrupting will lead to the grounding of the affected leaflets. Victims have
cooling in order to prevent pooplocking. Doesn't work at anything above Rex's level. Achievement edit source Rex Rider Ride T-Rex. In the spotlight (edit the source of editing) Notes/Trivia (edit the source of editing) For information specific to the real Rex, see the relevant Wikipedia article. Its full name, tyrannosaurus dominum, translates as the Lord of the Tyrant Lizards. To call
it T. rex would be scientifically wrong, given tyrannosaur rex and Tyrannosaurus dominum are two distinct species of the same genus. However, the official dossier acknowledges that most people call it a more popular name. Tyrannosaurus dominum, on average, is much larger than any known Tyrannosaurus rex fossil. To put this into perspective, a regular man is about as high
as T. Rex's knee, while the player's character barely reaches the ankle of T. dominum. T-Dominum and T-Rex are scientifically incorrect spelling of two dinosaurs. Tyrannosaurus is the name of the genus, and so it is capitalized. dominum and rex are species names, and therefore are not capitalized. As the name Tyrannosaurus rex shrinks, the correct spelling is T. dominum or T.
rex. Rex often self-in-itself is seriously injured or even killed by attacking too many herbivores at once. Curiously, a player-driven mounted Rex can easily take on many enemies at once, he will be able to keep all enemies in front of him, at his mouth. Unhoated Rex cannot use this strategy, forcing them to surround themselves and unable to attack. By this v260, Rex Rex
Hippopotamus Gateway; it can no longer fit into a smaller gate. Yutyrannus replaced Rex to be one of the largest creatures that can fit through any dinosaur gateway. Rex, like other large animals, do not accept bonus damage from shots to the head. Shoot on the body. Riders beware: Rex's sprint damages everything he steps on. This means knocking down trees, instantly
crushing random dodos and sometimes provoking attacking herds that can really threaten your grief if you're not prepared for it. In the Survivor profile, the developers of the wrong Tyrannosaurus rex, they instead wrote Tyrannosaurus. The meaning of T. Dominum is similar to Idomeni Rex from the film Jurassic World. Rex received a major update for TLC Phase 1 on February 10,
2018 on PC (console on the 23rd) with the advent of an overhaul, a new ability to stun the lower aligned wild/non-allied dinosaurs and survivors, forcing them to defecate with a roar, and better climbing the cliffs and hills. Wild Rex only roars at the players and tamed creatures, and his roar has more cool than a tamed one. He does not roar at small wild creatures, but immediately
attacks them in plain sight. Patch 278.0 removed PaintRegion 3 (formerly Back), but Patch 278.2 has added PaintRegion 4 as the new Back, so it makes previously obtained color mutations in these regions unavailable. Tek Rex are among the few creatures that have all color regions. Keep in mind that Tek Rex doesn't shoot and use an item, it's almost identical to the Rex Bionic
suit. Before Yutyrannus were released, Rex could spawn in a snow biome on a map of the island (Rex can still spawn in a snowy biome.) In a patch of 258 trailer, Rex used the roar of Giganotosaurus. Rex does 15% extra damage to herbivores, he has few exceptions, like The Canterosaurus. Rex, horse and parasaurolof are the only creatures that have two versions of Chibi.
Changelog (edited source editing) Patch Changes 173.0 Rex Melee Damage polished from 50 to 80 177.0 Added ability to roar (first view in the game to get this ability) 178.0 Rex Roar now has a greater range of atensation with its roaring Unversioned Hot Rexfix Melee Damage reduced from 80 to 60 193.0 Added first creature creature, Creature Alpha Rex 221.0 Added Skeletal
Rex and Rex Bones Costume for ARK: Fear Evolution Event 240.5 Updated Drag Weight to 550 to Rex and any other creature at 550 or below in Boss Arenas 240.6 Fixed Rex Drag Weight truly to allow access to access to Boss Battles 254.0 Rex gets the new Rex Tek Saddle 254.6 254.71 Fixed Tek saddle in interaction with walls and clipping 256.0 New sound effects for Rex
260.0 Rex capsule (hitbox) enlarged to match its size to fit the Size of the Fixed Rex, not floating on the surface of the water 261.0 Fix for Rex Eggs from being hit by the map due to the lack of nest feed from the recently enlarged capsule size Fixed Eggs From Laid Upside Down 264.52 Fixed Problem Where Rex Doesn't Rob Stocks Properly 278.0 TLC Phase 1 Gets Gets Gets
Update, animation update, and some new abilities: Its roar should get chilling and make non-allies (under a certain dragweight) poop act as a small stun/interrupt. There will be chilling on the victims, so they can't be poop blocked by the continuous roar won't be able to scare anything above their Level Roar will cause players to poop, but don't stun their ability to wrest on small
cliffs and steep slopes have been improved by The Removed PaintRegion 3 (former back region) Resilience now provides some resistance compared to the effects of Rex Roar, and that resistance bears on the player-ridden dinosaurs too. Enough resilience can prevent player-ridden dinosaurs from poop stunned by 278.2 Added PaintRegion 4 as new Back Region Slightly
decreased Rex's ability to climb the slopes 280.114 Added Tek Rex 5% Rex spawning will be Tek 20% above wild level New Breeding Line 285.104 Expansion Extinction Release Added Corrupt Rex and Furious Corrupt Rex 289.100 Mesh Memory Optimization for Rex 291.100 Mesh Memory Optimization for Rex Saddle 306.41 Genesis: Part 1 Expansion Release added X-Rex
and Corrupt Dinotar Rex Gallery edit source Player shooting Rex with onion. (before TLC) Rex is about to kill the player. (before TLC) Render from the original dossier. Update of the TLC Patch 1. Rex in battle with Deinonihus. Links (edited editing source) bionic t-rex ark survival evolved
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